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Abst rac t - -For  a min-max problem in the form of minxEx maxtET {A(X)}, the nondi_fferentiabil- 
ity of the max function F(x) -- maxtET {ft(x)} presents special difficulty in finding optimal solutions. 
We show that an entropic regularization procedure can provide a smooth approximation Fp(x) that 
uniformly converges to F(x) over X, as p tends to infinity. In this way, with p being sufficiently 
large, minimizing the smooth function Fp(x) over X provides a very accurate approximate solution 
to the min-max problem. When this approach is applied to solve linear semi-infinite programming 
problems, the previously proposed "unconstrained convex programming approach" is shown to be a 
special case. 
Keywords- -Min-max problem, Linear semi-infinite programming, Convex programming, Entropy 
optimization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many scientific and engineering problems can be formulated as the following rain-max prob- 
lem [i-3]: 
min max {ft(x)}, (1) 
xEX tET 
where X is a compact convex subset of R n, T is a compact subset of R m, and ft(x) is assumed 
to be twice differentiable on X for each t E T. Note that  when T is reduced to a finite set with 
cardinality m, then the rain-max problem (1) becomes a commonly seen form [2,4] 
min max {f~(x)}. (2) 
xEX l<~m 
One major  difficulty encountered in developing solution methods is the nondifferentiability of
the max function 
F(x) - m~x {ft(x)} (3) 
over X.  A distinct feature of the recent development centers around the idea of developing 
"smooth algorithms" [3,5-9]. Among them, a class called regularization methods has been de- 
veloped based on approximating the max function F(x) by certain smooth functions [2,6,7,9]. 
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In particular, an "entropic regularization" approach was recently proposed for solving the min- 
max problem (2) [4]. In this paper, we further extend this approach to handle the min-max 
problem (I). 
First, we define the following function: 
L(x, A) = IT ft(x)A(t) dt, (4) 
for each x E X, and 
AEA-{A( t )  IA(t)ELI(T),A(t)>_O,a.e.,and ~TA(t )dt=l}.  (5) 
Under some regular assumptions, the max function F(x) of equation (3) can be obtained as 
F(x) = max L(x, A), Y x E X. (6) 
AEA 
Unfortunately, the maximization of fT ft(x)A(t) dt over A E A rarely has an explicit solution 
A*(t) for x E X. Therefore, general regularization methods consider a substitute (of L(x, A)): 
A) = f ft(x)A(t) dt + 1R(A), (7) Lp(x, 
JT P 
where p > 0 is a control parameter and R is a regularization function. 
Given x E X, here we choose an entropic regularization function R(A) = - fT A(t) log A(t) dt. 
Then, 
Lp(x,A) = IT ft(X)A(t)dt- ~/TA(t)logA(t)dt, (8) 
where A E A. Similar to [4], for each t E T, we let 
exp [pSt (x)] 
A*(t) = fT exp ~ft(x)] dr" (9) 
Substituting A in (8) by A*, we have 
Lp(x, A*) = P log exp ~vft(x)] dt , (10) 
which is a smooth function. Now we define that, for each x E X, 
Fp(x) - Lp(x,A*). (11) 
If we can show that Fp(x) uniformly converges to F(x) on X, as p approaches infinity, then we 
can find an approximate solution of the min-max problem (1) by solving a smooth minimization 
problem minxex Fp(x) with p being sufficiently large. 
2. PROPERTIES  OF  Fp(X)  
LEMMA 1. Fp(x) is convex, if ft(x) is a convex function defined on a convex set X, [or each 
t6T .  
PROOF. For any x,y E X and 5 E (0, 1), we have 
, (/. ) Fp(Sx + (1 - 5)y) = P log exp ~ft (Sx + (1 - 5)y)] dt 
P l l°g ( /T  exp [Spft(x)+(1--5)pft(y)] dr) (12) 
= P l l °g  ( fT  {exp~ft(x)]}6 {exp[pft(Y)]}l-6 dt).  
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The Holder inequality [10] implies that 
T{exp ~ft(X)]} 6{exp ~ft(y)]} 1-~ dt 
<--{fT ((exp~ft(x)])6)l/~ dr} 6 {fT ((exp[Pft(Y)])l-~)l/(1-~)dr} 1-~ 
: {fTexp~ft(x)]dt)'(fTexp~ft(y)]dt} 1-$. 
(13) 
Consequently, 
Fp (~x + (1 -  ~)Y) <- ~ l°g ( fTexp  ~ft(x)l dt) + l - 
= ~Fp(x) + (1 - 6)Fp(y). 
log ( /Texp  ~ft(y)] dt) 
(14) 
This shows that Fp(x) is a convex function on X. | 
In order to prove that Fp(x) converges to F(x) uniformly on X,  ft(x) will be assumed to satisfy 
the following conditions in the rest of this section [ll]. 
CONDITION 1. ft(X) is uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists an M > 0, such that Ift(x)[ <_ M, 
Vx • X and Vt • T. 
CONDITION 2. ft(X) is "super-uniformly continuous," i.e., Ve > 0, there exists 5 > 0, such that, 
f f for  any x,y • X and Ix - Yl < 6, then [ft(x) - h(Y)[ < e, Vt • T. 
The following lemma will lead to our main result. 
LEMMA 2. Under Conditions 1 and 2, for the compact convex subset X C R n and any 0 < l < 1, 
there exists a sufliciently large P > 0 such that 
max minexp [ft(x)] j=l ..... v t~Tj 
I. max exp [ft (x)] 
tET 
>1,  VxEX,  
holds for any integer p > P and any partition { T1, . . . , Tp } o fT  with max d(Ts ) --~ O, as p--. oo, j=l,...,p 
where d( Tj ) represents the largest diameter of Tj . 
PROOF. If our claim is false, then, for the compact convex subset X, there exists a constant 
0 < l < 1, a convergent sequence {x i} -~ x*, and for each i, there corresponds a Pi with pi --* oo 
as i --* oo, such that 
max min exp [ft (xi)] 
j=1 ..... p~ teTj 
l .maxexp[ f t (x , ) ]  _<1, (15) tET 
for some partition {T1, T2, . . . ,  Tp, } of T with maxj=l ..... p, d(Tj) ~ O, as i ~ oo. 
For each t E T, by Taylor's expansion, we have 
exp [ft (x~)] = exp [ft(x*)] + V exp [ft (x~)]" (x i - x ' ) ,  
where ~ lies between x~ and x*. 
Since x ~ ~ x* as i --* oo, there exists a closed ball B(x*,r )  such that x~,& ~ E B(x*,r), when i 
is sufficiently large. Since X is convex and Condition 1 holds, there exists M* > 0 such that, for 
each Tj, j = 1 , . . . ,p i ,  
min exp[ft(x*)]- M*  ]Ix'- x*[l < rain exp [ft (xi)] < min exp [ft(x*)] + M* fix'- x*]l. tETj -- tET¢ -- tET¢ 







( max min exp [re (x')]) < ,li_m ( max min exp[f¢(x*)]+M* fix'-x*],) 
jffi l,...,p~ $ETj - -  " j= l  ..... p~ tETj 
( max rain exp [ft (x')]) > li_m ( max min exp[ft(x*)]-M* ][x'-x*[]). 
j f l , . . . ,p~ tET j  - -  " j= l  ..... p~ tET j  
For the partition {T1,... ,Tp,} ofT with maxj=l ..... p, d(Tj) --, 0, as p, --* co, we have 
( max min exp [ft (x')]~ = maxexp[ft(x*)]. (16) lim 
,--*oo ~ j f l , . . . ,p l  tET j  ] tET  
Due to Condition 2, we also have 
(l" max exp [f, (x')]~ =l.max exp[f,(x*)]. (17) lira 
i -*oo ~ tET  ] tET  
Equations 16 and 17 result in 
max min exp [St(x')] 
lim j=l ..... p~ teTj 1 
X'  t.maxexp[/t( )] 7 >1" 
tET 
This contradicts equation (15) and completes the proof. | 
THEOREM 1. If Conditions 1and 2 hold, then Fp(x) converges toF(x) uniformly on X, as 
p---*  O0, 
PROOF. By the definition of the Riemann integral, if T is divided into p equal sections, then 
Vx E X, 
(/Texp~ft(x)] dr) 1/p 
( ~ (  ) ) "  < max exp ~ft(x)] +. . .  + max exp [pft(x)] 
- teTl teTp 
_-- ( ~  (max exp~ft(x)]teT1 m~ exp~°ft(x)]~) 1/p 
tn~a~ exp ~ft(x)] +""  + ~Ta~ exp~oft(x)] / tn~a~ exp [ft(x)] (18) 
< T) "P max exp [f~(x)] 
- -  tET  
---- (VoI(T)) 1/p max exp [/t(x)]. 
tET 
By Lemma 2, for 0 < I < 1, there exists P > 0, such that for p > P and x E X, 
(fTexp~ft(x)] dr) 1/" 
_rain exp [p/t(x)] +. . .  + tm~Tn exp ~ft(x)] 
---~ / tETI 
\l maxteT xp ~ft(x)] +"" + maxteT ~xp ~]  ] • maxexp[ft(x)]teT (19) 
( ~ [ max minexp~ft(x)] \P) l /P(  ) 
> Vo T) | i f ,  ..... vt6T~ | 
>(V°l-(pT))ll'(l.m~Texp[f,(x)]). 
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This means that, for 0 < l < 1, there exists a sufficiently large P such that for p > P and x E X, 
] is. )1'" - 1 • max exp lit(x)] < exp Lit(x)] dt - max exp [/t(x)] 
gET -- gET 
< [(VoI(TI) 1/n - 1] • max exp [ft(xll. 
- -  tET  
Since maxt~T exp[ft(x)] is bounded on X, for any e > O, there exists 0 < [ < 1 such that there 
exists a sufficiently large P and for p > P, 
l -e  < [ -  1 • max exp [It(x)] --  tET  
(/. )"" < expLft  (x)] dt - max exp [ft(x)] 
- -  tET  
< [(Vol(T)) 1/p - 1] • max exp[ft(x)] 
- -  tET  
~e.  
Hence, for any e > 0, there exists P, such that for p > P and any x E X, we have 
(f. )1'" exp Lit(x)] dt - max exp [ft(x)] < e. 
tET  
This means that (fT expLft(x)] dr) 1/p converges to maxteT exp[ft(x)] uniformly on X. 
Since (fT expLft(x)] dr) 1/p >- (V°I(T)/p)I/P( l'maxteT exp[ft(x)]), for p > P and ft(x) satisfies 
Condition 1, there exist K1 > 0 and P* such that 
(i. )"" exp Lft(x)] dt >_ K1, Vp > P* and x E X. (20) 
Similarly, for any i = 1 , . . . ,  P* and x E X, there exists K2 > 0, such that 
(I. )'" exp lift(x)] dt >_ Ks. (21) 
Let g ~- min(g l ,  K2). Since (fT expLft(x)] dr) 1/p <- (V°I(T)/P) 1/p'maxteT exp[ft(x)] and ft(x) 
satisfies Condition 1, there exist KI > 0 and P~ such that 
( IT  )lip exp Lft(x)] dt <_ K~, Vp > P', x e X. (22) 
Similarly, for any i = 1 , . . . ,  P~ and x E X, there exists K~ > 0, such that 
(fTexp [i ft(x)] dt) l/' <_ K~. (23) 
Let K '  - max(Kl ,  K~), then 
(/. )"' K _< exp Lft(x)] dt < K', (24) 
for any p > 0 and x E X. 
Again, due to Condition 1, there exist M > 0 and M ~ > 0, such that 
M < max exp Lft(x)] < M', Vx E X. (25) 
- -  tET  
Now let L - min(K, M) and L ~ -= max(K ~, M~). Since the logarithmic function is uniformly 
continuous on [L, LI], we know that log(f T expLft(x)] dr) 1/p converges to maxteT ft(x) uniformly 
on X.  Hence, Fp(z) converges to F(x) uniformly on X.  | 
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3. SOLVING L INEAR SEMI- INF INITE 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
Consider the following linear semi-infinite programming problem (LSIP) [12]: 
where T is a compact subset of R rn, 
measure, are continuous functions on 
minimize fT c(t)x(t) dt (26) 
subject o /Tfi(t)x(t)dt = bi, 1 < i < n, (27) 
Tx(t) dt = 1, (28) 
z(t) > O, a.e. and x(t) E Li[T], (29) 
fi(t), i = 1,... ,n, and c(t), with respect o the Lebesgue 
T. 
Its linear dual problem becomes the following problem (LSIP'): 
E biui + Un+l maximize 
l<_i<n 
subject o E £(t)ui + un+i <_ c(t), Vt E T, 
l<_i<n 
uiER, i=1  .. . .  ,n+l .  





- ~ biui- Un+l (33) 
l<_i<_n 
subject o ~ fi(t)ui - c(t) < -Un+l, Vt E T, (34) 
l<_i<_n 
u iER,  i= l , . . . ,n+l .  (35) 
This can be reformulated asthe following unconstrained minimization problem: 
uER '~ tET 
l< i<n \ l <_i<_n 
When bi = 0 for each i is assumed, the dual problem (36) becomes a min-max problem: 
min max () - -~ f~(t)ui-c(t)). (37) 
uER ~ tET ~l<i<_n 
Writing u as x, if we further assume that the optimal solution of (LSIP') lies in a compact convex 
set X, then we only have to deal with the following problem: 
min max (~--~ f i ( t )x i -c(t)) .  (38) 
xEX tET \ l< i<n 
Since the objective function of (38) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, our entropic regular- 
ization method leads to the following problem: 
log exp ~ f~(t)xi - e(t) dt , (39) 
\i<i<n 
which is exactly the same as the results obtained by the so-called "unconstrained convex pro- 
gramming approach" proposed earlier [13,14]. 
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